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Working with books to develop creativity 

A book can be a powerful device if “manipulated” properly. Working with books can 

increase the creativity in young people as well as the pleasure and desire for reading 

more. As previously stated the desire to read a book could be born from the choice of 

the proper book.  

In fact if we think about the success of teenagers books such as Harry Potter’s( 

J.K.Rowling, 1997-2007) in the past or Twilight( S.Meyer, 2005-2008) or Hunger 

Games’( S. Collins, 2008-2010) sagas in  most recent years we realize how important 

is the connection among different medias in nowadays teenagers’ life and so it is 

difficult to say if the movie or the books have taken one or the other more advantage 

but it is really patent how the interest in books have to be supported by most common 

medias to teenagers. 

 It’s also the case of a wide range of literature linked to some of the most popular 

videogames such as the HALO (AA.VV. ,2001-2015) saga taken form one of the most 

popular videogames for youngsters . So in order to increase the habit to read a book 

working and exploiting their contents , in an inverted  order as the examples before, 

can be really useful ,in particular choosing as basis a popular book.Reading 

comprehension techniques can be really useful to create a basis to work at school or at 

home. They are based on the fact that a text can be exploited to not only search the 

main meaning but also to understand better how the characters act and feel. Filling 

charts and answering questions on the passage to be read manipulating the stories 

changing dates and times    and renewing the plot from a different points of view with 

guided activities can increase curiosity towards the way in which a book is written or 

can be read. These activities can lead to the creation of new stories based on already 

stated plots using different digital devices such as Storybird (https://storybird.com). 

Storybird is a really interesting tool as it gives not only the chance to summarize in a 

visual effective way a story, a book the students read, but it gives also the opportunity  
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to  build up a new story using  images which can give tips for their creativity . Moreover 

it has in its platform several ready books made by people using it that can help younger 

reader to increase their curiosity towards reading and writing. The storybook is made 

up of pages with images and narrative parts; it can be composed of different pages and 

can have different layouts. It is made up for each user but in particular for educators and 

provides a virtual class group to work in it collaboratively. Each student can contribute 

to create a group story or can produce his/her own personal one, At the end of the work 

they will have an online storybook made by themselves. They can exchange and read 

each other’s story but they can also show it as slides and use it as a support for reading 

in a narrative way or they can print the pages and use it as support for reading it aloud 

to their schoolmates. Moreover they will have the chance to share on the net platform 

their products and read different titles published in it comparing what they did to what 

is already at their disposal. This tool works on the main smartphones too and in this 

way, they can have a basic library along with them made also by themselves. Images 

are inspirational and students are better disposed to take time to read or write as well as 

they know they can do it also on their mobiles.  

Example of Storybird creative story platform
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Another activity of that kind can be accomplished through the use of the TITANPAD 

platform as well. Titanpad( www.titanpad.com ) gives the chance to write in 

collaborative way on a digital white pad  and to post comments on one side of the screen 

as the work goes on . It can be used in all devices , tablets, personal computers  and 

smartphones, and this has a basic relevance as it is really close to the teenagers’ daily 

life, such as the Storybird tool. 

It’s only simpler and more immediate and it can be a really meaningful starting  point 

to implement reading and much more writing skills.Nonetheless, it is patent that 

writing strengthens  creativity and creativity feeds on reading too. Moreover, both 

skills are so closely related that developing one strictly implies the subsequent 

development of the other.   

Examples of titanpad use to create collaborative stories 
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